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In the early hours of the morning, a group of men in black began to approach the hotel 

as they surrounded them. 

These people moved very lightly, without making any strange noise, like a pack of 

hunting wolves, cautious and hiding murderous intent. 

At this moment, there were two members of the escort standing guard at the main 

entrance of the hotel. 

However, due to the darkness under the lamp, the members of the escort were blocked 

from sight and did not notice anything strange around them. 

“Hoo~!” 

At this time, a gust of breeze blew by, bringing with it a faint smoke and a special 

fragrance. 

The next second, the two escort members felt dizzy. Before they could react, their vision 

went dark and they fainted on the spot. 

After taking down the two vigilant escort members, masters from the Golden Blade Sect 

and Twisted Sisters Sect wearing night clothes quickly surrounded the hotel. 

In order to avoid alerting the enemy, the masters of the two sects did not directly launch 

a strong attack, but continued to use poison to explore the way. 

They sprayed a stream of poison through the cracks in the doors and windows into 

every room in the hotel. 

This kind of intoxicating medicine is a secret recipe of Twisted Sisters Sect. It is rare in 

quantity, but it is extremely effective. Once it is taken, even an innate warrior will lose 

the ability to move. 

“Master Reid, how’s it going? Are you done?” 



After administering the poison, the two forces met at the entrance of the corridor to 

exchange information. 

“All these little fish and shrimps have been knocked down, and now only the 

Grandmaster named Dustin is left.” Reid Gang lowered his voice and spoke. 

“I’ve already inquired. Dustin’s room is at the east end of the second floor. I’ll put out 

Knockout Blow Powder later. You can seize the opportunity and inflict heavy damage on 

him. Everything will be fine by then!” Caroline Thorne said softly. 

“Understood.” Reid Gang nodded. 

Caroline Thorne said no more, made a gesture, and then tiptoed upstairs with a few 

masters. 

Reid Gang and others followed closely behind. 

They left most of the warriors downstairs to deal with emergencies. 

And those who can follow upstairs are all half-step master-level experts. 

Reid Gang and Caroline Thorne are both martial arts masters, and together with six 

half-step masters, this force is more than enough to take on Simon Bishop, the best 

master in the southwest. 

The group of people gathered their breath, walked up to the second floor quietly, and 

stood at the door of the easternmost room. 

Caroline Thorne and Reid Gang looked at each other and nodded to each other. 

Caroline Thorne carefully took out a bamboo tube from her arms, then stretched it under 

the crack of the door and blew it gently. 

“Hoo~!” 

A stream of translucent smoke spurted out from the bamboo tube, poured into the room, 

and spread rapidly. 



What is placed in the bamboo tube is Knockout Blow Powder. After being catalyzed by 

Caroline Thorne, it has turned into smoke, which is colorless and odorless. 

Especially at night, it is even harder to detect. 

After releasing the Knockout Blow Powder, Caroline Thorne and Reid Gang 

immediately took out the prepared masks and put them on their faces. 

This kind of mask can not only cover your appearance, but also isolate the Knockout 

Blow Powder to prevent yourself from getting infected. 

 


